Bracket Pins

No-Slack® and No-Slack® series fifth wheels use the same bracket pin. The new forged pin is 5-1/4 inches in length and has a one-piece construction with no weld to the head of the pin. This new pin also has an offset head as shown bottom left. The part number for the universal bracket pin is PIN-191P. The pins will take the place of the PIN-135P and PIN-135-1P.

This new pin is offered in a kit form – part # is KIT-PIN-191. This kit takes the place of KIT-PIN-135, KIT-PIN-6000, KIT-PIN-UNVL.

The 3000 Series pin (bottom right) is two piece construction and welded at the head of the pin. The part number for the 3000 bracket pin is PIN-3000. This new pin is offered in a kit form – part # is KIT-PIN-3000.

No-Slack® & No-Slack® Pin
Order: KIT-PIN-191P
1 piece construction

3000 Series Pin
Order: KIT-PIN-3000
2 piece welded construction

Note: Replaces TB-007 & TB-031